
2016 hospital wear cotton/polyester V neck uniform,2016 hospital wear cotton/polyester V
neck uniform design nursing nurse uniforms set
 
Description:
Product name 2016 hospital wear cotton/polyester V neck uniform,2016 hospital wear

cotton/polyester V neck uniform design nursing nurse uniforms set 
sample customize
Material cotton /polyster  , as your requirements.
Specification Custom Made according to your requirements
Color As per buyers’ requirements
MOQ 2000sets per style per color
Usage for the garment
ODM/OEM Service Welcome, Can be Customized as Per Samples or Pictures

 
More Details:
 
65%polyester 35%cotton fabric
Elastic waist pants
Leg pockets
Embroider Butterfly Pattern or Customed Parten
Essential, traditional pieces made of a high-quality 65% polyester/35% cotton blend and double-stitch
construction to last wear after wear.
This premium unisex V-neck scrub top offers all the practical features you want: one left chest pocket, set-
in sleeves, and a fuller body length.
V-neck scrub top
Left chest pocket
Set-in sleeves
 
About us:
 
As one of leading manufacturers of protective products in Wuhan, China more than 10 Years,
we have engaged in designing,producing and exporting all kinds of general working
clothes,safety protective clothing,uniforms,and casual clothing.Our company has a quite
strong production capability and rich experience in customer service,specialized in hi vis
reflective fireproof workwear pants.
The newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision. Eight QC inspector control
the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way, about Two hundred 10-15 years
experience workers,strong accountability mechanisms.
 
FAQ:

1.Can we get your free samples?
Yes,our sample is free,but marked “Freight Collect”.



After the first transaction conclude,we will reduce the freight.
2.What's your normal lead time?
In 60days after receiving the deposit or B/L or L/C.
3.How do you control the quality of items?
(1)About 200 workers are over 10-15 years experience,strong accountability mechanisms.
(2) Over 20 years experience of our two designers,
they are skillful at the newest software for pattern making,efficient and precision.
(3)8 QC inspectors:controling the quantity from Cutting,Sewing,Packing,Ironing all the way
 
Advantage we have
 
Q: Why choose us?
1. Over 12 years experiences on uniform and workwear manufacturing and exporting.
2. Top quality with CE certificate, exporting to more than 60 countries in the world.
3. OEM available
4. Professional sales team, offering personalized and dedicated services
5. You're welcome to visist our company and manufactory by yourself. Or we meet in Canton Fair

Our Services
 
Production process
1. confirm the lab dips or design
2. sewing sample
3. confirm with coustomer(if need change,amend and reconfirm)
4. customer confirm,begin mass production




